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SYM Naval is a marine technical services company founded in 2011
specialising in maritime consultancy and outsourcing.
Over the last few years SYM Naval has expanded its technical
capabilities by developing and increasing its operations in
shipbuilding, conversion, repairs and maintenance.
SYM Naval has grown into a leader in the maritime sector and has
gained recognition, both in Spain and abroad, for the quality of its
work and its capabilities. It has worked with clients from all over the
world since it was founded.
Structure
SYM Naval is headquartered in Vilanova i la Geltrú (Spain) and also
has offices in Miami and Santo Domingo, where it provides repair
and maintenance services in its own workshops.
Market
At the beginning, SYM Naval focused on maritime repairs. In 2015
it then started building harbour vessels. Following this course, the
company has established itself as a shipbuilder and has provided
repair services in countries such as Trinidad and Tobago, Brazil,
Singapore, and Uruguay. Its main markets are large vessels and
harbour vessels in the Mediterranean and cruise ships in the
Caribbean.
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Facilities
SYM Naval operates in the busiest maritime hubs. The company has
a shipyard and facilities in the province of Barcelona, in the port of
Vilanova i la Geltrú where it provides coverage to the Mediterranean
area. Likewise, SYM Naval also has offices in Santo Domingo
(Dominican Republic), where it offers services in the Caribbean area
from its facilities in the Andrés Caucedo free zone.
Services
Although SYM Naval started out providing professional maritime
consultancy and outsourcing services to shipyards, vessels, and
vessel owners, over the years it has specialised in other services.
These include dry docking and wet docking services, technical
services to cruise ships via riding squads, shipbuilding, technical
office, load testing by means of utm and NDT water bags.
Line of boats
SYM Naval builds two important lines of vessels for port use, the
OIL TANKER line, destined for the collection of Marpol I, IV, V and
VI waste and the HARBOR TUG line, consisting of tug boats up to
2x265 Kw of power.
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Clients and partners
SYM Naval has provided services to more than 200 clients, including
such important names as the Astander Shipyard, Repasa, the
Boluda Maritime Corporation, Columbia Cruise Ship Management,
Wilhelmsen Ship Management, Bulkship Management, TE Subcom,
and Carboflotta.
Our team
SYM Naval has a highly professional team that use their extensive
experience and expertise to offer the highest quality in upholding
the company’s values and meeting its goals.
In Spain, SYM Naval has a permanent workforce and also works
with partner companies to carry out some of its projects. In the
Dominican Republic, the team features a permanent workforce and
occasionally expands to include up to 130 additional experts either
hired directly or through partner companies. Lastly, the company
has a mobile team which travels from Barcelona or Santo Domingo
to anywhere in the world to provide on board repair services.
Quality
SYM Naval’s vision lies in taking on challenging naval engineering
projects that can offer high-quality technical solutions to complex
problems.
SYM Naval specialty lies in the custom shipbuilding using only the
best materials and the most cutting-edge systems and equipment
on the market.
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Guarantee
SYM Naval is the only Spanish Mediterranean company that builds
steel ships classified by IACS Class Societies to achieve the highest
quality standards.
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